Q-AUDIT
Analytics-Driven Compliance Automation

Qmulos has created the first and only Splunk app that automates audit control monitoring and compliance
based on the “gold standard” for auditing (Intelligence Community Standard 500-27). Customers can save
thousands of labor-intensive hours and automatically generate up-to-date regulatory compliance reports
at the touch of a button.
Our Enterprise Audit Solution:
Instantly shows auditors exactly what they want
to see, out of the box, for ICS 500-27 as well as
NIST and DoD audit standards
Uses data from all your Windows and Linux
systems; information is collected from Microsoft
Windows, Microsoft Active Directory, and Linux
audit logs
Eliminates risk by using your existing Splunk
infrastructure; the app installs in Splunk and can
quickly integrate compliance data with
information from an organization's existing
security stack
Keeps the auditors from shutting your network
down; there are numerous consequences of noncompliance including financial, operational, and
regulatory risks

ICS 500-27 Auditable Events
• Authentication Events
• File and Object Events
• Writes to External
Devices/Media
• Reads from External
Devices/Media
• User Management Events
• Group Management Events
• Use of Privileged/Special
Rights
• Admin or Root-Level Access
• Privilege/Role Escalation
• Audit and Log Data Accesses
• System Reboot and
Shutdown
• Print to a Device
• Print to a File
• Application Initialization
• Export of Information
• Import of Information

In addition to its compliance functionality, the app helps analysts make sense of the current enterprise
security posture through a series of detailed contextual dashboards. Each auditable event has a custom
dashboard that provides a deep dive into the current status and helps make suspicious activities evident.
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SUMMARY DASHBOARD
Provides summary counts of all audit-related
events that occurred the previous day
When reviewing this dashboard, analysts look for
unusually high numbers that may indicate
abnormal activity. Clicking on any of the numbers
here will take you to a more detailed dashboard
where you can get more information.

COMPLIANCE REPORT DASHBOARD
Provides tabular data corresponding to the summary values on the summary page
Each table shows recent events for audit categories. Clicking on any of the tabs at the top brings up tables
for each audit category.
On this dashboard, you can further investigate any values from the summary dashboard. Example: Visiting
the file tab provides a list of files whose permissions have recently been changed.

EVENT TYPE DASHBOARDS
Similarly, each event type has its own
dashboard that uses innovative visualization to
enable auditors and analysts to quickly
understand the underlying data
Our app is based on Splunk® Enterprise and
scales to environments generating tens of
terabytes per day.
Our accelerated data models provide rapid
query and visualization customization for more
advanced users who wish to strike out on their
own. An award winner at the 2015 “Splunk
Apptitude” Insider Threat competition, Qmulos
continues to provide thought leadership and
innovation to solve our customers’ most vexing
security problems.

Security is hard; compliance shouldn’t be.
Please contact sales@qmulos.com, visit www.qmulos.com, or call 1-844-476-8567 for more information or
to schedule an on-site demo.
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